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Research Strategy
Our university was founded in the South Wales coalﬁelds, whose mineral wealth Cardiﬀ exported all over the
world. We are as proud of our heritage as of the applied research interests and scholarly activities which span,
today, a rich variety of industrial, commercial, and cultural ﬁelds.
Across these, we remain committed to an ethos of collaborative
inquiry, and to bringing the impacts of our research insights and
innovations into the lives of the local, national and international
communities and businesses we serve. The industrial connections
that shape our research culture make it genuinely international,
multilingual and outward-looking. Our public purpose means we
are committed to nurturing a pipeline of research talent and to
creating a research environment that enables all our students and
staﬀ to thrive.
Our research successes have been due to the hard work and talent
of our academic staﬀ, postgraduate research students and
dedicated support staﬀ. This strategy sets out the university’s
commitment to broadening the research base and maximising
excellence with targeted support and investment. This strategy is
not only for our academic staﬀ and postgraduate research students:
it focuses on inclusivity, and highlights the importance of research
for undergraduate students, in terms of developing their own skills
as independent researchers alongside the expectation that their
programmes are grounded in research-informed teaching.
We understand the importance of scholarship and applied research
which impacts on our students, local, regional, national and
international business, charities, communities and governments.
We see research and innovation as an integral part of our mission to
help our region of South Wales play an increasingly important role
in the global economy. Our commitment to the creation of
knowledge and its transfer will help us recruit, develop and retain
the best staﬀ in order to generate that seamless scholarly
community which encompasses all of our students and all of our
staﬀ: we are all learners together. Scholarship, research, its transfer
and resulting impact enables us to put our students first.
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At the University of South Wales we understand that the education
and research landscapes are becoming increasingly competitive
and therefore, it is our aim to utilise all of our resources together for
the fulfilment of our mission. We believe that our students benefit
from being involved in live research and scholarly projects and that
a blend of education, scholarship and research is right for our
academic teams across our broad spectrum of disciplines and
professions.
Our commitment to developing the next generation of researchers
is important and as such we aim to build a Doctoral Training
College to enhance the experience of our postgraduate research
students and deepen the skills of our supervisor community. We
are committed to developing and supporting our research talent.
We will ensure that our early career researchers have time and
resources to undertake their research and that there are clear career
pathways for promotion in line with the Concordat to Support
Career Development for Researchers. We will ensure that
opportunities for eﬀective training and development are available
and tailored to the needs of researchers, whatever career stage they
are at.
We will focus our resources in areas identified as strategic priorities
to develop world-class Research and Innovation Centres. We
believe in organic growth and meritocracy and will invest in
specialist and interdisciplinary growth areas that can evidence
sustainable trajectories to our world-class aspirations.
This research strategy is aimed to be succinct, inclusive, supportive
and encouraging with high expectations on individuals and teams.
We will be in the top quartile of the University Alliance (defined by
the 2014 membership) by 2027 by delivering a manageable
number of specific, measurable and achievable actions as detailed
in this strategy.
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Prioritising People
Objective

We will achieve this by:

Baseline 2018

Success Measure 2021 Success Measure 2027 Lead person

Provide a high-performance culture to attract, retain and
develop talented research active staﬀ and students engaged
with business, industry and commerce and working on
societal challenges.

1. Visible, high-expectations leadership from the University
Executive, Deans, Heads of Research (HoRs) and Heads of Research
or Innovation Centres; University-level strategic goals as monitored
by KPIs owned by faculties, schools, research and innovation
centres; all strategic investments including QR to have clear returns
identified with timescales

Faculties and schools divorced
from research deliverables; no
identifiable returns expected
from QR;

Research an integral part of the
annual academic planning
cycle; all investments tied to
identifiable returns; research
metrics (outputs, citations,
income) 50% higher than 2018
baseline

Research metrics 100% higher
than 2018 baseline

Deans

2. Research to be an integral part of the recruitment, induction and
career development of all academic staﬀ. All new academic staﬀ
will have an experienced research-active mentor who is associated
with a research centre or group; all academic staﬀ will be able to
request a mentor; internal peer-support for writing research
outputs widely available

Baseline 25 mentor-mentee
pairs; 164 research active staﬀ
(published an internationallycirculated, peer-reviewed
output within the previous 2
years and loaded onto Pure)

50 mentor-mentee pairs; 250
research active staﬀ

75 mentor-mentee pairs; 350
research active staﬀ

Pro Vice-Chancellor Research

3. A continuous, high-tempo, research-focussed CPD programme
with monthly events for leaders, managers and academics
spanning research and knowledge exchange supplemented by
targeted support; DPR training for managers to include reviewing
research activity and career pathways

20 workshops for 171 distinct
attendees in the 16/17 session
24% timely completion in
16/17 session;

300 distinct attendees per
session

400 distinct attendees per
session

Director of Research & Business
Engagement

4. Create a Doctoral Training College as a focus of researcher
development and peer support. All university funded doctoral
scholarships to have a clear route to impact; encouraging timely
completion; the preferred route for staﬀ being PhD by portfolio or
publication

406 PhD students in total, 84
with external partner; 222 staﬀ
involved in PhD supervision

50% timely completion in 20/21
session; 120 PhD students with
external partners; 330 staﬀ
involved in PhD supervision

75% timely completion in 26/27
session; 160 PhD students with
external partners; 440 staﬀ
involved in PhD supervision

Head of Postgraduate Research
Studies

5. Improve support for researchers by enhancing systems and
infrastructure

Paper-based research
governance system;
spreadsheet-based PhD
management information
system

PhD Manager operational and
online research governance
system including research
funding applications and ethics

6. Research will inform and be informed by our curricula and
programmes. Our undergraduate students will be knowledgeable
of our research and the important role it plays in our university.
Undergraduate students will be equipped to undertake research
relevant to their discipline and where appropriate will undertake
research as part of their programme of study; Staﬀ will be
encouraged to view the student community as a resource for
research and creating impact

We do not have baseline
information on the
• Number of students who
undertake a research project
as part of their programme;
• Number of research outputs,
impact case studies and
media coverage that arises
from the work of
undergraduate and masters
students;
• Number of our students who
progress to research degrees

Developed a system for tracking
and tagging research-engaged
teaching in our curricula;
developed a system for flagging
staﬀ-student co-authored
outputs; achieved external
publication of 10 UG research
projects following the British
Conference of Undergraduate
Research 2019

Individualised induction and support

Continuous professional development

PhD students are an integral part of our research teams

Informative management information

Creating the Academia
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Director of Research & Business
Engagement

Undertaken focussed study to
articulate our research-teaching
nexus and to have the ability to
quantify, share, showcase and
celebrate its application in our
curricula

Pro Vice-Chancellor Learning,
Teaching & Student Experience

Created curricula frameworks,
recognition cultures and staﬀ
expertise that normalises staﬀstudent/ student research
practices and outputs in all
Faculties
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Maximising Impact
Objective

We will achieve this by:

Baseline 2018

Success Measure 2021 Success Measure 2027 Lead person

Nurture and sustain research with impact that crosses
disciplinary boundaries and addresses societal challenges

1. Stimulate multidisciplinary research by funding and supporting
pan-university networks focussed on global societal challenges;
incentivise linkages between research groups and participation in
national and international networks to create critical mass

49% of our impact case
studies scoring 3/4* in
REF2014 with 4*:3* split 30:70

60% of our impact case studies
scoring 3/4* with 4*:3* split
40:60

75% of our impact case studies
scoring 3/4* with 4*:3* split
50:50

Pro Vice-Chancellor Research

2. Continuing professional development on: the importance of and
how to develop impact from research; entrepreneurship and
routes to commercialisation

Not available

50 participants having
completed Impact Leadership
development programme
and/or Impact Awards

200 participants having
completed Impact Leadership
development programme
and/or Impact Awards

Director of Research & Business
Engagement

No B2B CRM for information
sharing.

B2B CRM operational, all
internships, placements,
graduate employment,
consultancy and contract
research captured. 6 universitywide strategic partnerships;
adding one new per year

10 university-wide strategic
partnerships

Director of IT Services; Pro ViceChancellor Research

Building multi-touch relationships and long-term
partnerships to provide routes to impact

3. Exploit existing links with regional and national industry for
internships, placements, graduate employment and staﬀ
secondments to build consultancy and contract research income
and vice-versa. Facilitate strategic partnerships with universitylevel support and key (academic) account managers.

Diversifying Income
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Objective

We will achieve this by:

Baseline 2018

Success Measure 2021 Success Measure 2027 Lead person

Significantly increase our research and innovation income by
developing a more robust and diverse portfolio of funded
research

1. Identify strategic priority areas; focus support on proposals that
have greatest chance of success

University total research and
consultancy income of £5.2m
(£3.9m HESA report, £1.3
HEBCIS) in 16/17 session

Five strategic priority areas
identified; £10m of research
income

Eight strategic priority areas;
£20m of research income

Pro Vice-Chancellor Research

Improve success rates

2. Increase our success rate by mandating internal peer-review of
grant applications

51 distinct funded researchers
in 16/17 session; current
success rate of 27% (by
number) for overhead bearing
grant applications

75 distinct funded researchers;
32% success rate

150 funded researchers; 37%
success rate

Head of Research & Innovation
Services

One-team ethos

3. Create multidisciplinary pan-university networks to increase
collaborative funding bids; develop reputation through research
communications

1 new network to be
established in 2018 and one
per year thereafter

3 self-sustaining networks all
with a track record of external
funding and strong external
visibility including 50% of our
research-active staﬀ

5-6 self-sustaining networks all
with a track record of external
funding and strong external
visibility incorporating 75% of
our research-active staﬀ

Pro Vice-Chancellor Research

Informed and influencing

4. Actively encourage and facilitate: representation on grant
assessment panels and peer review colleges; engagement with
funding agencies and government

Unknown number of people
in UKRI peer-review colleges
and on REF panels

15

30

Head of Research & Innovation
Services
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